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Many years ago, in the hidden village of Konoha, lived a great demon fox. When it swung one of it's
nine tails, a tsunami occurred. The fourth hokage sealed this demon fox inside a boy in exchange for
his own life. Naruto was that boy, and he grew up with no family, and the villagers hated him
thinking that he himself was the demon fox. Naruto's dream is to become Hokage, and have the
villagers acknowledge him. Naruto Uzumaki, an adolescent ninja, struggles as he searches for
recognition and dreams of becoming the Hokage, the village's leader and strongest ninja. After being
a fan of DB most of my life and then watching these great series it made me realize what are great
series and see the things DB is lacking. Don't get me wrong, I will never ever say that something is
better than DB, but I must say these series are pretty impressive.

1. The character development in these series is something else. For example in DB there are not
many characters who have some good development. Goku and Vegeta, possibly Bulma, Gohan,
Piccolo, Freeza have some development, and the rest don't have as good development, but in Naruto
EVERY SINGLE character has really very well-thought-out development. They show you the
character's past, who he was and why he became the way he is. And then you can see in the series
where they go. I am very impressed by how good the characters are here, every single one of them
has very good story!

2. Something else that impressed me is that the creators of this show perfectly understand what the
viewers think and what they want. For example, sometimes some characters in the anime say your
thoughts. For example, at the start of the series Naruto is really annoying and everyone around him
say that or someone wins all the time and someone says that this guy always win. Or Sakura is a
coward and she thinks to herself that she is a coward. Anyways, you get the idea. You see that these
characters say your thoughts and you're like "Dang, the creators know my thoughts and see the
series the same way I do, so I probably can expect things to change the way I want them to change".

3. The story is so well planned, many episodes ahead. At the start of the series you see something
that might really make sense in the end. Basically, there are many important moments and no
plotholes at all. It's not freaking DB, where in Z they were saying one thing and then in Super it's
totally another thing. There's no weird stuff like inconsistencies with Gods, 5 Kais in Universe 7 and 1
Kai in all other universes, or that Beerus for some reason is tied only to Eastern Kai and not others,
or that at first they said the meteor destroyed planet Vegeta, then they said it was Freeza and in
Super they are saying that it was actually Lord Beerus who ordered Freeza to destroy it. Or weird
stuff, like how did Vegeta get SSJ God form alone if you need 6 or so saiyans? In Naruto they really
explain every single detail, while in DB they either leave it or explain it after really long time which
looks like excuse. DB is my favorite anime, but freaking plotholes are the worst ever. In Naruto every
single detail is well-thought-out!

Even the fact that just like Gaara goes from bad to good, Sasuke goes from good to bad. It might
look disappointing, but why it's ok for the character to become good, but wrong to become bad?
Both are great character development opportunities and in Sasuke's case everything really makes
sense.

Anyways, I think I have new favorite series! Incredibly well made and very well-thought-out It is
almost impossible not to compare Naruto to Dragon Ball. But saying that Naruto is better is in my
opinion not justified. True that Naruto has slightly better animation and visuals. But people seem to
forget that Dragon Ball is a very old anime (Dragonball 1986-1989, Dragonball Z
1989-1996,Dragonball GT 1996-1997.) Actually man could say that Dragon Ball started this type of
genre (shounen). I love Naruto. But I must admit that I saw a lot of similarities between Naruto and
Dragon Ball. To declare that Naruto is more original is a strange thing to say. I would even dare to
say that some of the battles in Naruto aren't nearly as exciting as the battles were in Dragon Ball.
Some fights took forever without adding extra excitement. At least the fights and battles in
Dragonball were larger in scale. What bothered me most was that the epic fights don't seem to have
much impact in the Naruto universe. The Hidden village where Naruto is from is not that big. So word
have to get out on some of the fights and battles. I mean the first battle between Naruto and Gaara
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was without a doubt one of the most spectacular fights that can be seen in the show. Naruto showed
some of the most amazing abilities in his fight against Gaara who also showed some surprising skills.
But nobody in the village seems to be aware of this fight. (Only much later will the outcome of this
fight have an effect for the relationship between Gaara and Naruto). I understand that some
characters are left in the dark to add dramatic elements in the story. But after a while it does get on
your nerves. Also there is a lot of repetition in the episodes that get tedious especially in the large
fights (which easily can take up multiple episodes). Combine the large quantity of filler episodes with
the repetition and you can understand why some people don't like Naruto. Even with too much
repetition and filler episodes there are many redeeming factors that make Naruto one of the best
anime around. One of these important factors is the characterization. There are a lot of different and
appealing characters. At first they seem very stereotypical. But soon you will realize that there is
much more depth to them. Especially Imuzaki Naruto himself. It is hard not to sympathize with him
whenever he is on the screen. When he is not on screen you do miss his presence. I like the fact that
it is not always clear if some characters are good or evil. Which provide a lot of surprises later in the
story. The second redeeming factor is the wonderful action. Hand to hand combat,secret and
mysterious ninja techniques and even summoning abilities similar to that of the Final Fantasy games
series. Need I say more. Don't think so! Also very important is the music. It immediately sets the
mood. You just know when a villain is approaching,a battle is going tough or Naruto is winning. In
conclusion Naruto is an anime I can recommend. But please don't diss Dragon Ball since it is the
show that inspired the creators of Naruto and therefore deserves a lot of credit. Yet, the level of
editing is moderate. Despite blood has been removed or reduced digitally, the fights itself are
usually completely intact. a5c7b9f00b 
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